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Bathing in a sea of light, being engulfed by tenderness and 

security. Deeply felt inner peace, arising from a symbiosis of 

light, colour and form, reminds us of the roots of joy and pure 

being.  A fascinating light-object of inspiration.

Background:
The CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid was developed by Christiane Werzowa, who 
has worked with colour and light over many years and is a member of the Interna-
tional Light Organisation. Her desire to merge the fascinating and healing power of 
light and colour into a space offering retreat and protection led her to the pyramid 
form. This highly energising archetype of mankind has a centring effect and thus 
strengthens the application of coloured light.

Design:
The Coloured Light Pyramid is an equilateral pyramid, whose skeletal structure is 
made of anodised aluminium rods. Integrated in the frame‘s base are high-quality LED 
lights.  A light control unit allows the light to be changed to the desired colour or to 
gradually cycle through all colours.  A white, flame-resistant textile skin is stretched 
over the framework. The entry is closed with a zipper in order to create a comple-
tely closed-off space of uninterrupted coloured light.  Although full light intensity and 
colour brilliance are displayed in a darkened room or outdoors from dusk to the 
night, the coloured light has effect even in daylight.

Control Unit:
A hand-held controller allows choosing the desired colour or cycling through all the 
colours, at the desired tempo. The controller and power source are located outside 
of the pyramid in order to avoid electro-magnetic “smog.” The analogue power cont-
rol offers a comforting, flicker-free light.

Applications:
- as a private rest-and-relaxation oasis
- in wellness locations: hotels, spas, thermal baths etc. 
- in health facilities: hospitals, healing/rehabilitation centres, etc. 
- in public facilities: kindergartens, schools, retirement/nursing homes, and other  
  public spaces
- at the office: as a place of retreat for employees (“power napping”) and at 
  corporate events
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Details and Costs:
The CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid is available in 2 sizes - indoor and outdoor: 
 small  / surface area: 2 meters x 2 meters  (6` 6,6``x 6`6,6``) 
 large / surface area:   3 meters x 3 meters  (9`10``x 9`10``)

Large Pyramid - indoor:
Surface area: 9 square meters / 96,9 sq ft
Hight/ at an angle of 60“: 2,12 meters  (app. 6` 11`) angle of 51,8°: ca. 1,78,meters (5`10``)
Construction: anodised aluminium rods 
Skin: white, flame resistant
Light: LEDs  (light emitting diodes - red, green, blue, amber) integrated into construction, analog 
control; by remote control you may choose any single colour or all colours in rotation.

     price on request plus delivery costs*

incl. Floor mats: 4 pieces of foam material covered with cotton
price on request plus delivery costs*

Outdoor Pyramid:
Pyramid like discribed above with skin for outdoor use: polyesther, weatherproofed, flame-restis-
tant, highly dirt and UV resistant, middle seam on each of the four pyramid surfaces, equipped for 
fixation into the ground.
Floor mats: 2 or 4 pieces of foam material covered with material for outdoor use  
     price on request plus delivery costs*
     price on request net plus delivery costs*

Please note that you have to have an even surface on which you may place the 
CHORAM Coloured Pyramid.

Delivery time: app. 1 month
* Delivery costs can be checked as soon as we know address of delivery.

Small Pyramid - indoor:
Surface area: 4 square meters / 43,1 sq ft
Hight/ at an angle of 60‘: 1,48 meters  (app. 4`10`) angle of 51,8°:  1,26,meters (4`1,6``)
Construction: anodised aluminium rods 
Skin: white, flame resistant 
Light: LEDs  (light emitting diodes - red, green, blue, amber) integrated into construction, 
analog control;  by remote control you may choose any single colour or all colours in rotation.

         price on request plus delivery costs*

incl. Floor mats: 2 pieces of foam material covered with cotton
   price on request plus delivery costs*
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Small Pyramid  (2x2m) 

Colour:   Wavelength:         Power:
Channel 1: Blue         470nm  38W
Channel 2: Green        525nm  38W
Channel 3: Amber         590nm 38W
Channel 4: Red        625nm 38W
Total power max.                            150W
Number of static colour settings:     31
Number of colour-program settings:     31
Colour cycling duration: 15 – 120 minutes

Large Pyramid (3x3m) 

Colour:   Wavelength:        Power:
Channel 1: Blue         470nm  57W
Channel 2: Green         525nm  57W
Channel 3: Amber           590nm  57W
Channel 4: Red         625nm  57W
Total power max.                200W
Number of static colour settings:  31
Number of colour-program settings: 31
Colour cycling duration: 15 – 120 minutes

Technical Data:

Transport:

The CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid will be sent in 3 packages: 
1st package:  2nd package:  3rd package:
length:  315cm  length:  43cm  length:  145cm
hight:    20cm  hight:  33cm  hight:  145cm
width:    20cm   width:  30cm  width:    20cm
weight:      28kg (61,7 lb) weight:      9kg (19,8 lb) weight:      18kg (39,7 lb)
Construction rods   control & fabric skin Floor mat

Transportation costs are approximatve as they differ from region to region:
Austria: app. € 50,-- to € 100,-- by truck
EU-Countries: app. € 100,-- to € 200,-- by truck
Rest of Europe: app. € 100,-- to € 500,-- by truck / plane*
USA / Canada: app. € 450,-- to € 700,-- by plane*

*plus customs outside of the EU

Sea freight is possible when 4 or more CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramids are ordered.

All information in this document reflects our current state of knowledge and is intended to inform 
customers about our products and possible applications for them (errors and printing errors 
excepted).  All written characteristic data and prices are without guarantee and have up to the ap-
pearance of a new price list validity. Our price is understood to be net in EURO, excluding customs 
and value added tax.  July 2013
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FAQs:
1) How large is the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid?
Base area, small:  2,0m x 2,0m hight: 1,45m
Base area, large:  3,0m x 3,0m hight: 2,0m

2) With which materials is the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid built? 
Frame: anodised aluminium; base is embedded with LEDs (light-emitting diodes) covered by a satinated 
acrylic.
Skin: B1 Textile weave (flame-resistant)
Light: RGBA-LEDs (Red-Green-Blue-Amber - producing a warm yellow/orange tone)

3) What is Amber?
Also known as warm yellow, orange or apricot, the amber diode enriches the colour choices for the 
CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid.

4) Where is the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid produced? 
The CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid is produced by hand in Vienna,  Austria

5) How long will it take to set up the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid?
Two people will need about 45 minutes to set up the pyramid, however a well-practiced team might get it 
done in less than 30 minutes. Assembly instructions are enclosed.

6) How long does delivery take?
Because each pyramid is handmade to order, it takes on average one month to deliver.

7) What are the shipping costs?
The shipping costs are dependent upon the destination and must be individually calculated.

8) How many packages are delivered?
The CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid comes in 3 packages 
a) Aluminium frame (please note: this box is up to 3.2 m long)
b) Floor mat
c) Electrical controls

9) Is it possible to ship the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid by sea freight?
This possibility exists only with a bulk order of 4 or more pyramids.

10) Can the pyramid be shipped by parcel services, as well?
No, unfortunately the base frame package is too long.

11) Who is responsible for paying import duties?
The recipient at the delivery destination pays all applicable import duties and fees.

12) Can the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid be manufactured with the specific Cheops 
pyramid ratios/angles?
The CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid can also be manufactured in the exact proportions of the ancient 
Cheops pyramid, however it is important to consider that the floor-surface area must be a bit larger and 
the height shorter, as the vertical angle would be 51.8° instead of 60°.

13) May the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid be used outdoors as well?
We are offering 2 models of the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid: one for indoor and one for outdoor use. 
The latter has weatherproofed skin and a seam down the middle of each side.

14) Are there any recommendations for cleaning the CHORAM Coloured Light Pyramid?
The indoor skin may be machine-washed at 30°C or 40°C.
We recommend cleaning the outdoor skin using a natural, organic cleanser (with microorganisms). A bottle 
is provided with the purchase of an outdoor pyramid.

15) What payment methods are accepted?
You may pay by bank transfer or PayPal.


